WHY MISUITE?
With a comprehensive range of
services, MiSuite can guarantee
your technology needs are not just
met, but exceeded. We work closely
with our clients to create customized
plans that are seamlessly integrated,
effective and sustainable for many
years to come. Reach out today to
see how we can help.

www.misuite.org
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269. 250. 9270

Web-based Financial, Human Resources
& Payroll Software
By Michigan Schools, for Michigan Schools

PAYROLL

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

FEATURES
Efficient. Secure. Reliable.
MiSuite provides michigan public
schools of all sizes with the best, most
trustworthy information system solutions.
To best serve our students, we believe
that schools need reliable tools that
helps with their everyday tasks.

This Web Based Payroll System has been
solely designed based on the needs of K-12
districts. It is built on a Position Control
basis for tracking positional needs. This is a
time-based system which will allow entry to
take place at any time for any payroll in the
future. It tracks all necessary gross pay, net
pay, additional pay, deductions, benefits and
travel reimbursements.

This Web Based Financial Accounting
System provides school districts with an
efficient way to manage all district related
finances in a Fund based setting. It is F.I.D.
compliant, maintains transaction history
for all changes, allows districts to keep
close track of cash flow, built in separation
of duties for all posting needs, creates all
special forms for needed tax reporting,
purchase orders, billing and contains a
robust approval process for purchasing.
Full transactional history is maintained
for every action that takes place in
this accounting system from vendor
name changes to account changes to
adjustments in un-approved purchase
requests to all entries made in AP, AR
and Journals. Nothing is left out so if an
audit of all activity is needed, we have it.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
This Web Based HR System has
been designed based on the needs of
school districts in Michigan utilizing HR
Professionals from across the state. It has
Position Control functionality built in to
allow maximum flexibility for distribution
of F.T.E.’s. It is also EDFI compliant.

